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First of all welcome to Phraim and 
thanks for Downloading us. 

We have been getting some 
good feedback from issue one and 
it seems that everyone who has 
selaciously run their eyes up and 
down our pages has liked what they 
have seen... so thats nice. Not only 
do you like us but also I have to 
change nothing which is pretty rad 
for me. It’s not that I don’t appreciate 
your feedback or that I am not open 
to change, no I think stuff doesn’t 
get changed because I would like 
the mag to have a fluid feel and 
branding to take place and people 
to be able to expect a fine fine 
product they can trust and depend 
on–well that and I am lazy but its a 
fine fine form of lazyness.

The feature for this month is “Band 
Pictures”. The real truth of the matter 
is I started taking pictures of bands 
to get into shows for free. 

I started with the University paper 
I worked for the Omega in Kamloops 
but didn’t really see it come to a head 
until I moved to Vancouver and started 
working with The Nerve Magazine 

where I was able to finangle my 
way into everything from The Yeah 
Yeah Yeahs to Warped tour. 

Maybe it’s part of being nastalgic 
for the warmth of Vancouver or 
probably just going to way too 
many shows. Whatever the reason 
I found myself going back through 
my collection of shots I took at gigs. 
I now present them to you. I tried to 
keep them a little varied and stay 
away from typical shots of a band 
on a stage. Its a pretty hard thing 
to get away from but since I am so 
crazy awesome I was able to.

You know who else is crazy 
awesome? Demonika thats who. 
She submitted some of her band 
photos for the feature as well. You 
can see more of her in the Absolute 
Underground music mag which is a 
mighty fine piece of debauchery. She 
also has a clothing line. She also kills 
ninja zombies with her tits... jay kay 
guys–they are just regular zombies.

Also I am not pretending to have 
any affiliation to any of the bands 
and I urge you to not let your liking 
of the band sway your viewing of 

the pictures. I tried to do this as well 
when I was picking the shots. Even 
though I might not be as big of a 
fan as I used to be I had to include 
the picture of Avenged Sevenfold, 
the pose was just too great to leave 
out.

There is still no writing in this issue. 
I might actually keep with this idea 
for the mag because with it being all 
pictures you can develop your own 
thoughts and ideas pertaining to the 
artwork in the pages. That way the 
photos will be stronger in your mind 
because you have interpreted them 
and attached your own thoughts to 
them. Also typesetting is a bitch. 

I was going to write some stuff for 
you but I figure you get enough bad 
jokes in this short letter and that if you 
need more you can just go to my blog. 
www.meanderingblemish.blogspot.
com or http://www.pureawesome.
net/niceonebro or adversly you can 
talk to me in person. Which I urge 
you to do... It’s cold... I’m lonely... 
So lonely... talk to me.

Also submit your shit... dinks.
-dale

editor’s letter

Dale and Valient Thorr at Warped Tour 06: Dale De Ruiter

contents

outside
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Barbara Breitenbach
www.flickr.com/photos/scerpica/

Christa van Gend
www.flickr.com/photos/chrizzie1979/

Dale De Ruiter
www.dalederuiter.com

Demonika
www.demonikaclothing.com

Florian Jirschik
www.flickr.com/photos/knirsch_knarz/

Lisa Walker
www.flickr.com/photos/fruitcups/

Mike Eng
www.pureawesome.net

Pete Roberts
http://www.flickr.com/photos/22109627@N03/

Stephanie
www.flickr.com/photos/tragic_eyes/

Tim Lowly
www.timlowly.com

If you would like to become a fine 
member of our awesome team and 
recieve free high fives. Also up for 
offer is massive amounts of radness 
by association just visit the Maga-

zines flickr page at 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/phraim/
or adversly you can email us at 

phraimmag@gmail.com

The Cake Is a lie: 
THS productions

Delicious box drawing:
5317 aesthetics
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Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were 
taken outside. Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape and everything in 
between. 

In this Issue we take a look at aquariums. More directly the life within 
aquariums. With the foriegn and epheral feeling of the water combined 
with the dynamic lighting it has always mafe a scene that holds the allure 
of any photographer.

People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action 
shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will 
find it.

Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. With different 
types of lighting and a restricted subect matter this is one of the toughest 
settings to shoot.
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Bling Bling: Florian Jirschik
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Lighthouse: Dale De Ruiter
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The Old Man of Storr, Skye: Pete Roberts
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Sewer Grate farg: Dale De Ruiter
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Green Hill: Dale De Ruiter
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Crows: Dale De Ruiter



Kameel: Christa van Gend
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logs: Dale De Ruiter
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Coheed and Cambria: Dale De Ruiter

Band 
pictures
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Dimmu Borgir: Demonika Social Distor: Demonika
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Dragon Force: Dale De Ruiter

band picturesband pictures
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Magneta Lane: Dale De Ruiter
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Metric: Dale De Ruiter
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Murder By Death: Demonika
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Avenged Seven Fold: Dale De Ruiter
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Lady Hawk: Dale De Ruiter
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Boredoms: Dale  De Ruiter
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Gwar: Demonika
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Yeah Yeah Yeahs: Dale De Ruiter
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Every Time I Die: Dale De Ruiter
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People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action shots if 
it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will find it.

Window Kailey: Dale De Ruiter

people
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Feb 19 2008: Dale De Ruiter

Untitled: Stephanie

peoplepeople

I scored three and got a Matt brick: Dale De Ruiter
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Hold On: Barbara Breitenbach

peoplepeople



bwfeb19test001: Lisa Walker

peoplepeople
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bwfeb19test002: Lisa Walker

from memory series.. 2008.. tests: Lisa Walker



ALR BUTT: Bitsy Humbucker

peoplepeople
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Into The Void: Stephanie

peoplepeople

Untitled: Lisa Walker
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3 Bananas Make a Bunch And So Do Many Shauns: Mike Eng
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Branch Warren: Bitsy Humbucker

peoplepeople
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Brother Butterfly: Tim Lowly
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Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. 
With different types of lighting and a restricted subect matter 
this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.

Giraffe Wall: Dale De Ruiter

inside
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Diving Dwarf: Florian Jirschik

insideinside

Hot Tulip: Florian Jirschik



Tulip Too: Christa van Gend
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Basement: Dale De Ruiter

Hot Tulip: Florian Jirschik

Pool: Dale De Ruiter
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